Quantitative risk assessment of the likelihood of introducing porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus into New Zealand through the importation of pig meat
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Summary
A quantitative model was developed to estimate the likelihood of an incursion of porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) into New Zealand through the importation of fresh consumer-ready cuts of pig meat. A sensitivity analysis of all the inputs used in this model illustrated the importance of correctly modelling the available ‘dose–response’ data, and a mechanistic Beta-Poisson model was shown to be the most appropriate method for this in the authors’ assessment. The output of this model predicts an average of approximately 1,200 years between PRRSV introductions resulting in primary infections in New Zealand. Given the uncertainties in the model, there is 95% confidence that this time period ranges from 52 to 6,200 years. The values chosen in this model are considered to provide a conservative estimate of the likelihood of introducing PRRSV into New Zealand via the importation of fresh pork.
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Introduction

In 2001, New Zealand introduced controls on the import of uncooked pig meat from countries with porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS); an infectious disease of pigs. This was in response to research showing that PRRS may be transmitted to uninfected animals by feeding them on meat from the carcasses of pigs which have been experimentally infected with PRRS (1). This decision was made without conducting a full risk analysis and was considered to be a ‘provisional measure’, permitted under the World Trade Organization (WTO) Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement (‘SPS Agreement’) (2) when decisions must be made without full information being available.

In 2006, a qualitative import risk analysis for PRRS in pig meat concluded that, in the absence of specific control measures, pork might pose a risk of introducing PRRS to New Zealand. However, this risk could be adequately managed by either cooking or curing imports or ensuring that such imports were in the form of consumer-ready cuts (3). This conclusion was based on evidence that PRRS virus (PRRSV) could be found in only a very small proportion (1.2%) of carcasses at slaughter (4), and that virus levels were reduced dramatically by commercial slaughter, processing, and handling. Virus levels continue to fall as the meat is stored, and the virus is rapidly denatured by heating. Therefore, only fresh, uncooked pork would pose any risk.

As an adjunct to this qualitative risk analysis, a quantitative risk assessment was developed to examine the likelihood of PRRSV entry in imported pig meat and the likelihood of pigs in New Zealand being exposed to this virus. This model was then subjected to peer review by an expert working...
group (EWG), made up of domestic and international experts nominated by key stakeholders. A full report of the EWG process is publicly available (5) and this publication summarises the final quantitative model that came out of this process.

Model overview

A stochastic model was constructed, using MS Excel (Microsoft Corporation, USA) and ModelRisk 3.0 (Vose Software, Belgium), to estimate the annual frequency with which backyard pigs in New Zealand would be infected with PRRSV through the consumption of fresh raw scraps from the preparation at home of consumer-ready cuts of pork imported from countries where this disease is present.

An outline of the model structure and parameters used in this model is shown in Table I and Figure 1.

After discussions within the EWG, this initial model was expanded to include the likelihood of disease introduction into non-commercial and para-commercial pig herds through feeding with meat scraps collected from the retail and food service sectors. Figure 2 illustrates the major steps in this model, including these additional pathways.

**Step 1 – Estimate the annual proportion of PRRSV-infected pig meat entering New Zealand**

The annual proportion of PRRSV-infected pig meat entering New Zealand (PCT_PORK_INFECTED) was defined as the product of the following four independent probabilities.
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**Fig. 1**
Overview of model structure and parameters

The previous model structure (6) has been retained where possible and amendments made consistent with alternative assessments (7), to include available dose–response data (8).
– IMPORT_P is the proportion of pork consumed in New Zealand that is imported. Previous modelling of this parameter used a point estimate of 0.42 (6). It was assumed that relaxing import laws may result in increased pig meat imports. To reflect the uncertainty in this parameter and remain conservative, IMPORT_P was Uniform (0.42, 0.5), allowing for up to 50% of domestically consumed pork to originate from overseas.

– PRRS_POSITIVE_COUNTRY_P is the proportion of pork imported into New Zealand that arrives from PRRSV-positive countries. Statistics New Zealand data (available at www.stats.govt.nz/infoshare) for the period 1997 to 2000 (the period immediately before New Zealand introduced import restrictions due to PRRSV) showed that between 15.45% and 24.54% of imported pork came from Australia (the only major source of pig meat imports that is PRRSV-free), therefore PRRS_POSITIVE_COUNTRY_P was described by Uniform (0.7546, 0.8455).

– CONSUMER_READY_P is the proportion of imported pork that is intended for direct retail sale as fresh, unprocessed meat. To estimate a value for this figure, the authors used 2009 data from Statistics New Zealand. By weight, 0.95% of imports in 2009 were in a form considered likely to be processed into fresh meat for retail. A further 6.78% were in a form that could be processed into ‘fresh’ meat for retail after defrosting, although discussion with industry representatives suggested this was unlikely. To reflect this, CONSUMER_READY_P was represented by Pert (0.0095, 0.02645, 0.0434). The maximum value in this Pert distribution reflected the case where all chilled imports and 50% of imported frozen carcasses, half carcasses, hams, shoulders, and cuts of these items were destined for retail as ‘fresh’ pork, and the midpoint of this distribution was chosen as the most likely value.

– CONTAMINATION_P reflects the proportion of imported pork from countries where PRRSV is present that

**Fig. 2**

**Major steps of the model**

Dashed box outlines the additional pathways introduced as a result of the Expert Working Group process.
would be expected to contain an infectious dose of PRRSV. Magar and Larochelle reported that the prevalence of PRRSV-infected animals at slaughter in Canada, based on testing by reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), was 19/1,027 and the proportion of these positive samples that were able to transmit infection in feeding trials was 7/11 (4). By making no prior statement about the values of each proportion, we can estimate the uncertainty about the true value of the proportion by using a Beta (successes + 1, trials – successes + 1) distribution, where trials are the number of individuals tested (or exposed in the feeding trial) and successes are the PCR-positive tests. Therefore, CONTAMINATION_P was Beta (19 + 1, 1,027 – 19 + 1) × Beta (7 + 1, 11 – 7 + 1).

Step 2a – Estimate the number of premises that own ‘backyard’ pigs and that feed potentially infected domestic waste

The total number of households in New Zealand that have backyard pigs and feed them with domestic kitchen scraps that are potentially infected with PRRSV (TOT_NUM_WASTEFEEDERS) was defined in this model by the product of the following four parameters.

– TOT_PIGPREMISES was previously described with the distribution Pert (7,000, 12,000, 20,000) (6). The authors’ model recognises that there are no better data to support this parameter, although retaining the previously estimated maximum value of 20,000 pig-owning properties in New Zealand maintained the overall conservative bias.

– The proportion of backyard pig keepers that feed waste food to their pigs (WASTEFEED_P) was adopted from a previously published Normal distribution centred on 0.8 (6), but was corrected to avoid values >1. Thus, the revised estimate was Pert (0.55, 0.8, 1.0).

– A study of the behaviour of pig keepers in New Zealand (9) reported that 2/15 para-commercial farms (13%) and 2/18 non-commercial farms (11%) included raw meat in their food waste. To reflect this finding, MEATFEED_P was represented in this model by the product Pert (0.11, 0.13, 0.2), the maximum value of this distribution reflecting a previously reported point estimate (6).

– A previously reported expert estimate suggested that only 10% of swill-feeding premises comply with New Zealand’s current waste food regulations, which require that any food waste fed to pigs must be first heated to 100°C for one hour (6). Recognising that less stringent conditions may also inactivate PRRSV, NONCOMPLY_P (the proportion of backyard pig keepers who do not cook waste food sufficiently to inactivate PRRSV) was modelled using Pert (0.75, 0.85, 0.95).

Step 2b – Estimate the number of non-commercial pig herds that feed potentially infected waste from the food service and retail sector

Agribase data (a national spatial farms database of non-urban areas in New Zealand) suggest that a total of 7,000 premises in New Zealand could be classified as either para-commercial or non-commercial pig enterprises. Industry experts involved in the EWG process estimated that 94% of these properties (6,580) should be considered to be non-commercial pig holdings.

Based on the findings reported by Pearson et al. (9), 11% of these properties were considered likely to feed their pigs with meat collected from the food service and retail sectors as part of their waste food supply. The model presented here therefore assumed that a total of 724 non-commercial pig herds would eat potentially infected meat from the food service and retail sector.

Step 2c – Estimate the number of para-commercial pig herds that feed potentially infected waste from the food service and retail sector

As described above, industry experts in the EWG estimated that 6% of the 7,000 herds recorded on Agribase would be likely to be para-commercial pig herds (+20 herds), with 21% of these feeding on meat from the food service and retail sectors (9). Therefore, it was assumed that a total of 88 para-commercial pig herds would eat potentially infected meat from the food service and retail sector.

Step 3a – Estimate the number of meals consumed per year using purchased pork in households which keep pigs

The total number of meals containing purchased pork consumed per year in households that keep backyard pigs (TOT_NUM_PORKMEALS) was estimated as the product of TOT_NUM_WASTEFEEDERS (as determined above) and the following three parameters.

– PREMISES_FREQ, the number of pork meals consumed annually by each pork-consuming household, was derived from the results of a marketing survey undertaken by the New Zealand Pork Industry Board (cited in 6). It was reported that 61% of New Zealand households consume pork on at least one occasion every month, with 17% consuming pork once a month, 17% consuming pork twice a month, 11% eating pork three times a month, 7% consuming pork four times a month, and 9% eating pork five or more times a month. Given the large number of non-pork-consuming
households, the survey data were fitted to a Zero-inflated BetaGeometric distribution using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) methods, and a parametric bootstrap was used to model the uncertainty around the mean number of meals/month/family. Since the number of families surveyed was not reported, a small number of families (100) was assumed to have been surveyed and thus used for the size of the bootstrap sample, to assign maximum uncertainty to the parameter estimated (22, 23).

- PORK_CONS_PREMISES, the proportion of households that eat pork at least once per month, was derived from the uncertainty distribution described above.

- PIGPREMISE_BUYPORK_P, the proportion of meals that comprise purchased pork – this parameter was previously modelled as a point value of 0.25, although this approach did not account for individuals that may be totally or partially reliant on home-grown pork for their household consumption (6). To be consistent with other parameters used in the model, a Beta (10 + 1, 40 – 10 + 1) distribution was used, assuming that only 40 premises were surveyed and ten answered that they bought pork.

**Step 3b – Estimate the number of meals consumed per year by non-commercial herds that contain pig-meat waste from the food service and retail sector**

The EWG estimated that a total of 71 tonnes of pork waste would be generated per year in New Zealand and made available to pigs in the non-commercial and para-commercial sectors. The model presented here assumed that this waste food would be distributed evenly between the pigs in the para-commercial and non-commercial sectors in New Zealand that practise waste-feeding. Based on expert opinion, this model also assumed that waste food is collected on a four-day cycle from the retail and food service sectors.

From these estimates, this model assumed that, each year, pig-meat waste from the retail and food service sectors in New Zealand contributes to a total of 66,047 meals in non-commercial herds, with each meal containing an average of 698 g of pork. Furthermore, the model assumed that this meal is then distributed evenly amongst all the pigs in the non-commercial herd and also assumed an average of 14 individuals in each non-commercial herd (based on an estimate by the EWG).

The model therefore included an expected 66,047 × 14 ‘feeding events’ of non-commercial pigs with fresh meat scraps generated from the retail and food service sectors.

**Step 3c – Estimate the number of meals consumed per year by para-commercial herds that contain pig-meat waste from the food service and retail sector**

Based on the same estimates reported above, and an assumption of 62 pigs in each para-commercial herd (again, based on an estimate by the EWG), the model presented here assumed that, each year, pig-meat waste from the retail and food service sectors in New Zealand would contribute to a total of 8,048 meals in para-commercial herds, with each meal containing an average of 3,092 g of pork.

**Step 4a – Estimate the likelihood that household waste food will result in PRRSV infection**

Based on published dose-response data (8), this step of the model contained four elements – the weight of scrap generated, the concentration of virus in the consumed scrap, the consumed dose of virus (the product of scrap weight and viral concentration), and the conditional probability of infection of a pig with PRRSV, given the consumed dose.

**Step 4a (i) – Estimating the weight of scrap generated**

SCRAP_WEIGHT was calculated as the product of two parameters, the weight of fresh pork prepared for an average household meal (PORK_PER_MEAL) and the proportion of that fresh pork discarded as fresh raw scrap during the preparation of that meal (RAW_MEAT_SCRAP_P).

Neumann et al. (6) reported that an average-sized serving of pork was 125 g and estimated that a typical family meal would contain 1,250 g of pork, calculated by dividing the total consumption of fresh pork in New Zealand by the estimated total number of family meals per year. As this parameter is a rate, and assuming independence in the meal sizes, the authors modelled PORK_PER_MEAL using Gamma (125, 1) to be maximally conservative, and then multiplied this by 2.6, the average household size in New Zealand (6).

There has been no significant work published on levels of meat waste generated in households in New Zealand. Hence, international literature on food waste was studied to determine a range for RAW_MEAT_SCRAP_P, the proportion of fresh pork in a meal that is discarded as raw scrap.

A total of 169,900 tonnes of pork, in the form of bellies, chops, leg roasts, loin roasts, shoulder roasts, steaks and pork mince, were consumed in the United Kingdom (UK) in 2007 (10). A comprehensive survey of UK household
food waste production (11) found that 28,800 tonnes of ‘pork portions’ were disposed of in 2007, equivalent to 16.95% of total pork consumption. Some 11,600 tonnes (6.83% of purchased pork) were disposed of in a fresh, raw or minimally processed form, while 5,100 tonnes of this were disposed of unopened (likely to have gone beyond its use-by date), suggesting that around 3.8% of all pork purchased in the form of bellies, chops, leg roasts, loin roasts, shoulder roasts, steaks and pork mince in the UK in 2007 was disposed of as fresh raw scraps in garbage.

United States pork industry representatives have estimated that between 0.001% and 0.1% of pork is discarded as trim in restaurants (12), while Gale (2004) suggested that 1% of all meat is discarded uncooked as catering waste (13).

An informal survey of personnel in an Australian government department, with households ranging from one to six members, revealed that most consumers who were surveyed discarded between 1% and 10% of purchased pig meat (14). This survey was subsequently used in an Australian model to justify Pert (0.01, 0.05, 0.10) as the proportion of pig meat purchased by households that is discarded as waste, although this figure included uncooked, cooked and processed pig meat.

As the present model is concerned with waste generation from fresh meat in a ‘consumer-ready’ form, it is reasonable to suggest that the minimum value for this commodity should be the case in which no waste is generated, a most likely value of 1% scrap generation consistent with Gale (13), and a maximum value of 5% was suggested. RAW_MEAT_SCRAP_P was modelled using Pert (0, 0.01, 0.05).

**Step 4a (ii) – Estimating the concentration of virus in the consumed scrap**

The concentration of virus in a consumed scrap of pork (SCRAP_VIRAL_CONCENTRATION) was calculated as the product of the following six parameters.

**PEAK_VIRUS_SLAUGHTER**

Given the inclusion of CONTAMINATION_P earlier in the model, it was assumed that meat samples were taken from individuals at the peak of viraemia, which results in an overestimation of the overall risk.

Meta-analytical methods were used to pool estimates to model this parameter. Twenty-seven references were initially proposed during the EWG process (15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45). The following criteria were used to select the final articles from this initial list.

- Results from studies that report titration of serial dilutions on cell cultures. Reverse-transcription PCR results were excluded since expert opinion determined that these provided little evidence concerning the quantity of infectious virus.

- Results from studies with pigs or sows close to the age of slaughter. The age of slaughter ranges from 150 to 220 days (21–32 weeks). However, to include as much information as possible, the authors used study results from animals over 13 weeks old. The findings from Klinge et al. (2009) suggest that there is a significant difference in viraemia depending on age, so it was very important to include this consideration (17).

- Studies that included one of the following peak viraemia data:
  
a) individual pig peak viraemia (explicitly or derived from tables and figures), or

  b) mean and standard deviation of individual pig peak viraemia (studies reporting only means were excluded, as the meta-analysis also required an estimate of the standard deviation).

As a result of further analysis based on these criteria, five studies were considered eligible for inclusion (15, 16, 17, 18, 19). From each of the five eligible studies, the mean peak of PRRSV viraemia in pigs of slaughter age was extracted. Using this, a pooled estimate was calculated as the average of the statistics estimated in the individual studies.

**PROP_AFTER_BLEEDING**

As noted by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) (7), Warriss (1984) concluded that the residual blood content of lean meat is 2 to 9 ml/kg muscle and that there is no evidence that this amount is affected by different methods of slaughter (20). Reflecting these data, the viral titre of meat would be between 0.2% and 0.9% of the viraemic titre. This parameter in the model was represented by Uniform (0.002, 0.009) ml blood/g meat.

**PROP_AFTER_MATURE**

This parameter was also reviewed by EFSA (7). While the decline in pH observed during carcass maturation does not impair the viability of PRRSV, the time period from slaughter to maturation results in some loss of infectivity. This process takes a minimum of 30 hours and the use of fast or intensive cooling results in a quick reduction of the carcass temperature to 7°C. On the basis of this, EFSA estimated that the minimum effect of maturation would be a 90% reduction of the amount of viable virus. However, a
more recent publication (21) suggests that (as a worst-case scenario) exposure to 7°C for 30 hours may result in as little as a 14% reduction in viable virus. Uniform (0.1, 0.86) was used to represent maximum uncertainty between both findings.

**PROP_AFTER_THAW**

This parameter represents the effect of the delay between product maturation and its arrival at the point of retail. Like the above parameters, this aspect was considered by EFSA (7), which concluded that thawing after freezing would result in a 90% reduction in the amount of virus present in pig meat. For any meat that was imported chilled (not frozen), one might expect a 90% reduction in virus after 30 hours at 4°C (15). However, more recent studies suggest that this reduction may be less, and for a shipping time of four days (the minimum possible for sea transport from Australia to New Zealand), storage at 4°C may result in as little as a 32% reduction in viable virus (21), resulting in Uniform (0.1, 0.68) being used here for both chilled and frozen meat.

**PROP_DELAY_PURCHASE**

There is likely to be some delay between the purchase of pork at the point of retail and the generation of raw trim in a household kitchen. Given the shelf life of fresh pork, this is unlikely to exceed four days and, maintaining the conservative bias of this model, it was assumed most likely that fresh pork would be consumed within one day of purchase.

Bloemraad et al. (15) suggested that there would be a 90% reduction in the amount of virus after 30 h at 4°C, which would result in a maximum of 99.9% reduction in the amount of viable virus present in pig meat after four days of domestic storage. This could be represented by Pert (0.001, 0.5, 1.0). Jacobs et al. (21) predicted a PRRSV half-life of 157 h at 4°C, suggesting a distribution of Pert (0.68, 0.92, 1.0).

Both of these predicted ranges appear to have equal value. Therefore, to accommodate these, the present model uses a mixture distribution (46), with both these input ranges given equal weighting.

**PROP_DELAY_DISPOSAL**

EFSA (7) concluded that there would be a minimum time of 16 h between the generation of raw scraps in a restaurant kitchen and feeding these to pigs, which – based on the findings of Bloemraad et al. (15) that the D-value at 25°C was 21 h – would result in decay of around 32% of the virus. In a domestic environment, waste from a main evening meal would be likely to be fed either immediately after generation of the waste, the following morning, or the following afternoon – i.e. delays of 1 h, 12 h or 21 h. Based on the Bloemraad et al. D-value cited above, this parameter could be represented by an empirical Discrete (0.96, 0.42, 0.1) distribution, whereas the Jacobs et al. (21) publication suggests using a Discrete (0.96, 0.62, 0.4) distribution.

To accommodate both of these predicted ranges in the authors’ model this value was represented by an empirical Discrete distribution using the counts above.

**Step 4a (iii) – Calculating the consumed dose of virus (the product of scrap weight and viral concentration)**

The product of SCRAP_WEIGHT and SCRAP_VIRAL_CONCENTRATION is the dose of virus present in the disposed-of meat scrap. It was assumed that the scrap generated in a domestic kitchen would be consumed by an individual backyard pig.

**Step 4a (iv) – Estimating the probability of infection as a function of the consumed dose, based on the work of Hermann et al.**

P_SCRAP_INFECTIOUS was modelled in logs and thus is highly influential in the output of the model once the dose has been brought back to actual viral concentration, expressed as a median tissue culture infective dose (TCID<sub>50</sub>).

Curve fits such as the Logistic model or the Probit model provided in the article by Hermann et al. (8) are not based on a biological principle, and thus they are just mathematical models fitted to data. Although this type of fit is appropriate to interpolate the doses presented in Hermann et al. (8), the lack of a theoretical principle related to dose–response interactions makes them unsuitable for the extrapolation of parameters outside the data observed.

One way to overcome this limitation is to use mechanistic models that attempt to explain the dynamics between infectious agent and host that result in the infection (47). Such mechanistic models are widely used in food-safety risk modelling and are broadly categorised as ‘dose–response’ models. Haas et al. (48) present a comprehensive introduction to the subject and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the most commonly used dose–response models.

The Hermann et al. (8) study provides an accurate estimation of the dose of PRRSV administered to each animal, so it is reasonable to assume that the actual dose is known. Under this assumption, the authors fitted a Beta-Binomial (BB) model to the data using MLE methods.
Both the BB and Beta-Poisson (BP) model use the Beta distribution to model $p$ in an identical form. Therefore, the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ parameters estimated from either model can be used in the other. Although the fit of both models to the Hermann et al. (8) data was nearly identical, the BP model was preferred for this risk assessment as the uncertainty in the expected dose, rather than the actual dose itself, is modelled.

**Steps 4b and 4c – Estimate the likelihood that food service and retail waste food will result in PRRSV infection in a non-commercial and para-commercial herd**

Each of the assumed 724 non-commercial and 88 para-commercial pig farms was assumed to feed their animals waste from the retail and food service sectors every four days, resulting in a total of 66,047 and 8,048 meals in non-commercial and para-commercial herds, respectively, each year.

As noted above, the EWG estimated that, in New Zealand, a total of 71 tonnes of pork waste would be generated per year and made available to pigs in the non-commercial and para-commercial sectors. If we assume that this pork is evenly distributed amongst the recipients in para-commercial and non-commercial herds, then each pig receives 12 g per day through this pathway.

Based on the average herd sizes, the model represented the amount of raw pork waste (in grams) fed to non-commercial herds as Pert (175, 436, 698) and the amount led to para-commercial herds as Pert (773, 1,933, 3,092). The model then divided this four-daily ‘dose’ of raw pork amongst the recipients, based on the average herd sizes described.

The probability that these scraps collected from the food service and retail sector would contain an infectious dose of PRRSV was then determined, using the same parameters described above (Step 4a), although the distribution used to represent PROP_DELAY_DISPOSAL was replaced with an inactivation curve to account for viral decay, as meat scraps are held in a bucket for up to four days.

**Step 5 – Estimating the annual number of primary infections in pigs due to exposure from imported meat**

The total number of primary infections per year in New Zealand pigs due to exposure from meat scraps was calculated from the product of the steps described above. For example, the annual frequency of PRRSV introduction into backyard herds through feeding waste generated in household kitchens was the product of (P_SCRAP_INFECTIOUS) × (TOT_NUM_PORKMEALS) × (PCT_PORK_INFECTED). By adding the results of the three exposure pathways simulated in this model, the total number of annual infections with PRRSV that may occur, due to the relaxation of New Zealand’s requirements for imported pork from countries with PRRSV, was estimated.

**Results and discussion**

The model presented here was developed over a four-year period and was constrained by a need to maintain the model structure initially published by Neumann et al. (6). Contributors to the EWG process considered that, although the model generated through this process had limitations and there was room for improvement, the biological conclusions that could be made on the basis of this model were valid and credible.

Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of the model to the inputs discussed above. This illustrates how influential P_SCRAP_INFECTIOUS is in this model and highlights the importance of correctly modelling the data from Hermann et al. (8) to inform this parameter. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the fit of Logistic, Probit, BB and BP models to the Hermann et al. (8) feeding trial data, and Figure 5 shows the behaviour of the BB, Logistic and Probit models when extrapolating to low doses far beyond those tested in that feeding trial. The BB model was excluded from Figure 5 as doses used to create this plot are smaller than one and the BB model takes only actual (integer) doses.

Figures 4 and 5 show that these models provide a similar fit to the observed data, with the BB/BP and Logistic/Probit model pairs exhibiting nearly identical fits. However, when extrapolating to low doses, the BP model quickly drops to near-zero values, whereas the Logistic model still provides non-zero probabilities of infection for doses that would be equivalent to less than one virus particle.

These results clearly show that the empirical fit provided by the Logistic model is not appropriate to make the low-dose extrapolations that are required in this risk assessment model. This, together with the evidence supporting the use of mechanistic models, supports the notion that the BP model is the most suitable dose–response model for the purposes of this work.

The model presented here reports a mean of 0.0038 PRRSV primary introductions per year and an average of 1,226 years between outbreaks.

Caution is required to interpret the results of a model of this nature correctly. The model is not intended to provide interpretations such as ‘there will be a PRRSV introduction after 1,226 years’ or ‘there is a 0.0038 probability of at least one PRRSV primary introduction for next year’. However, we can say that, under the current conditions assumed
Expected years between outbreaks of porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome

Fig. 3
Tornado plot sensitivity analysis showing the influence of all model inputs on the overall output (the number of expected years between outbreaks)

Fig. 4
Fit of four different ‘dose–response’ models to the feeding trial data reported by Hermann et al. (8)
in the model, the authors estimate an average of roughly 1,200 years between PRRSV introductions resulting in outbreaks (due to imported pig meat) in New Zealand, and that, given the uncertainties in this model, the 95% confidence interval ranges roughly from 52 to 6,200 years. It is important to point out that the model estimates the probability of an outbreak in any given year, and not for next year. Furthermore, the ‘year’ is not a calendar year but essentially 365 days, as the variability from year to year is not modelled.

The results of this model are consistent with the history of pig meat imports in New Zealand. There was a three-and-a-half-year period (the beginning of 1998 to mid-2001) during which pig meat was imported from PRRS-infected countries without any animal health measures against the disease being imposed on imports. Despite this, New Zealand remained free from PRRSV. About 30,000 tonnes of pig meat may have been imported from PRRS-infected countries over that three-and-a-half-year period without implementing any controls on garbage feeding. Similarly, both Sweden and Chile have recently eradicated PRRS and, in both these cases, meat from infected pigs was released without restriction for domestic consumption (49). From this work, it is the authors’ belief that the current model provides a conservative estimate of the risk of introduction of PRRSV into New Zealand via the importation of fresh pork.
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Évaluation quantitative du risque d’introduction du virus du syndrome dysgénésique et respiratoire du porc en Nouvelle-Zélande par le biais d’importations de viande de porc

S.P. Cobb, H. Pharo, M. Stone, H. Groenendaal & F.J. Zagmutt

Résumé
Un modèle quantitatif a été élaboré pour estimer la probabilité d’introduction du virus du syndrome dysgénésique et respiratoire du porc (SDRP) en Nouvelle-Zélande par le biais d’importations de viande de porc fraîche, découpée et prête à l’emploi. L’analyse de la sensibilité de chacun des éléments pris en compte dans le modèle a révélé l’importance de concevoir judicieusement les données « dose-réponse ». D’après les évaluations conduites par les auteurs, le modèle mécaniste bêta-Poisson s’est avéré la méthode la plus appropriée à cette fin. Les résultats du modèle prévoient un intervalle moyen d’environ 1 200 années entre deux occurrences d’introduction du virus du SDRP en Nouvelle-Zélande entraînant des infections primaires dans ce pays. Compte tenu des incertitudes du modèle, à un niveau de confiance de 95 % cet intervalle se trouve compris entre 52 et 6 200 ans. Les auteurs considèrent que les valeurs utilisées dans ce modèle donnent lieu à une estimation prudente de la probabilité d’introduction du virus du SDRP en Nouvelle-Zélande par le biais de viande fraîche importée.

Mots-clés

Evaluarion cuantitativa del riesgo (probabilidad) de introducción del virus del síndrome disgenésico y respiratorio porcino en Nueva Zelanda por la importación de carne porcina

S.P. Cobb, H. Pharo, M. Stone, H. Groenendaal & F.J. Zagmutt

Resumen
Los autores describen un modelo cuantitativo concebido para estimar la probabilidad de que se produzca una penetración en Nueva Zelanda del virus del síndrome disgenésico y respiratorio porcino a resultas de la importación de piezas de carne porcina fresca acondicionada para el consumo. Un análisis de sensibilidad de todos los factores incorporados al modelo puso de manifiesto la importancia de modelizar correctamente los datos disponibles sobre la relación ‘dosis-respuesta’, y se comprobó que el método más adecuado para ello, a tenor de la evaluación de los autores, es un modelo mecanicista de la distribución Beta-Poisson. Los resultados del modelo predicen en promedio unos 1.200 años entre cada caso de penetración del virus en Nueva Zelanda que da
lugar a infecciones primarias. Dadas las incertidumbres inherentes al modelo, el intervalo de confianza al 95% se sitúa entre 52 y 6.200 años. Se considera que los valores introducidos en el modelo ofrecen una estimación conservadora de la probabilidad de introducción del virus en Nueva Zelanda por la importación de carne fresca de cerdo.
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